Highway Road Traffic Schemes Register Notification Form

For each scheme that has been approved, where any of the Con29 enquiries form questions apply (3.1 through to 4.0 listed below), please complete this form. Also include an appropriate plan, showing the extent of the scheme.

Send them electronically to the Highway Scheme & Procedures Officer in Land & Highway Records at: CON29.L&HR@Oxfordshire.gov.uk

It is a requirement for OCC to hold scheme information to be able to respond to enquiries made by solicitors, other professional organisations, members of the public, other Local Authorities, utility companies and personal search companies under any of the CON29 highways questions or in relation to the request for scheme details.

Scheme Registration Ref #: 7176 (to be completed by HS&PO)

Scheme Title/Description: Blackditch Phase 2, Stanton Harcourt

Parish Name & #: Stanton Harcourt – 363

Committee or Delegated Officer Authorisation (if applicable):

Scheme Type: highlight/delete as appropriate
- General Highway Schemes (0000 - 2999)
- Highway Drainage Schemes (3000 – 3999)
- Developer Funded Schemes section 278 (7000 - 7999)
- Integrated Transport Strategy (8000- )

Programme Type: highlight/delete as appropriate
- A= Major Capital Scheme
- M= Minor Capital Scheme
- D =Drainage Scheme
- O= Oxford Transport Strategy Scheme
- OT= Other
- R= Traffic Scheme
- T= Highways Agency Scheme

Scheme Status: highlight as appropriate
Programme’ = work being planned with the intention of starting construction in the year indicated.
'Pool' = scheme may be considered for construction at some future date should funds permit

Programme / Pool (highlight/delete as appropriate)

CON29 #’(s) applicable: (choose from list on page 3 & 4, e.g. 3.6 D) 3.6 J

3.2 and 3.6l
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Start Date: highlight as appropriate:

- - - - or NYK (not known yet 9998)

Contact Officer/Engineer:  Gavin Belcher

Signed: Gavin Belcher  

Date: 21st February 2017
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CON29 questions – at least one of these points MUST be selected

3.1 Land Required for Public Purposes
Does the scheme include land required for public purposes?

[This applies if the location of a scheme will be/is affected by provisions of a non-statutory plan which effectively prohibit development in the interest of preserving the Council's/government's/statutory undertakers' (e.g. gas) plans for the future.]

3.2 Land to be Acquired for Roadworks
Does the scheme include land to be acquired for roadworks?

[This differs from 3.4 as follows: 3.2 is concerned with definite action on the part of a highway authority that is almost certain to take place, having been approved after consultation and modification. 3.2 is directly concerned with acquisition of the property itself (or part of it) to enable the road scheme to proceed.]

3.3 Drainage Agreements and Consent
Does the scheme involve construction of a surface water sewer across private land requiring an easement?

3.4 Nearby Road Schemes
A) Is it the construction of an approved new road?

Or

B) Is it an existing road alteration or improvement involving the approved construction of a:
   i) Subway
   ii) Underpass
   iii) Flyover
   iv) Footbridge
   v) Elevated road
   vi) Dual carriageway

C) Does the scheme involve the proposed alteration or improvement to an existing road involving
   i) Construction of a roundabout (other than a mini roundabout)
   ii) Road widening by one or more traffic lanes

D) Does the scheme involve the construction of
   i) A new road to be built by the local authority
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ii) An approved alteration or improvement to an existing road involving construction of a subway, underpass, flyover, footbridge, elevated road or dual carriageway

iii) A roundabout (other than a mini-roundabout) or widening by adding traffic lanes

E) Is the scheme the possible route of a new road published for consultation?

F) Does the scheme involve the construction of any of the below, under proposals published for public consultation

i) A proposed alteration or improvement to an existing road involving construction of a subway, underpass, flyover, footbridge, elevated road, dual carriageway

ii) A roundabout (other than a mini)

iii) Widening by addition of traffic lanes

3.5 Nearby Railway Schemes
Is the scheme a proposed railway, tramway, light railway or monorail?

3.6 Traffic Schemes
Does the scheme include the following proposals, which are approved but not yet implemented?

A) permanent stopping up or diversion
B) waiting or loading restrictions
C) one way driving
D) prohibition of driving
E) pedestrianisation
F) vehicle width or weight restriction
G) traffic calming works e.g. road humps
H) resident parking controls
I) minor road widening or improvement
J) pedestrian crossings
K) cycle tracks
L) bridge construction

3.7 Outstanding Notices
Does the scheme create any statutory notices, which could affect properties in the road?

3.11 Compulsory Purchase
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Is any property or land subject to an enforceable order or resolution for compulsory purchase?

4.0 Road Proposals by Private Bodies

A) Does the scheme involve proposals by others which still have yet to be implemented involving the construction of a new road?

or

B) Will alter or improve the existing road by the construction of a:

i) Subway
ii) Underpass
iii) Flyover
iv) Footbridge
v) Elevated road
vi) Dual carriageway
vii) Roundabout (except a mini roundabout)
viii) Road widening by one or more traffic lanes